















































“From Text to Text. Rewriting the Father‒Daughter plot in Kurahashi Yumiko’s 
‘The Long Passage of Dreams’” （The International Association for Japan Studies IAJS 
Newsletter n. 11）
“From Text to Text. Rewriting the Father‒Daughter plot in Kurahashi Yumiko’s 
‘The Long Passage of Dreams’” （口頭発表 The 10th International Association For 
Japan Studies IAJS, December 2014）
“The Father/Daughter Relationship in Kakuta Mitsuyo and Yu Miri’s Work” （口頭発



























2014年 3 月    「半井桃水『胡砂吹く風』再考―初期小説の変化から―」『中央
大学國文』（57号）





























I have been a poet for ﬁ fty years. Originally I wrote exclusively in western forms; I 
started writing haiku after coming to Japan. I also write ‘haikuﬁ ction.’ That is, short 
stories about haiku poets and haiku groups. In recent years I have been studying 
Japanese tanka as well as tanka in English.
My ﬁ ction and poetry have appeared in many periodicals and magazines, among 
them Harvard Review, QLRS, Poetry East, Atlanta Review, Kyoto Journal, and The 
Iowa Review. I am also represented in various anthologies, such as, The Broken 
Bridge: Fiction from Expatriates in Literary Japan （Stone Bridge）, Baseball Haiku
（W.W. Norton）, The Red Moon Anthologies of English Language Haiku （RMP）, Haiku 
in English: The First Hundred Years （W.W. Norton）, and Haiku 2015 （Modern 
Haiku Press）. 
I have published a collection of haiku, The Sweet Potato Sutra （Bottle Rockets Press） 
and a textbook, Design and Discuss （Nan’un‒do）.
GURGA Lee（ガーガ・リー）
Mr. Lee Gurga is a past‒president of the Haiku Society of America and former editor 
of the journal Modern Haiku. He is currently editor of Modern Haiku Press. His two 
books of haiku, Fresh Scent and In and Out of Fog that were awarded “First Prize” 
in the Haiku Society of America Book Awards; his haiku‒writing guide, Haiku: A 
Poet’s Guide was recognized by the Haiku Society of America as the “Best Book 
of Criticism” for 2004. He has been the recipient of an Illinois Arts Council Poetry 
Fellowship, the Japan‒America Society of Chicago’s Cultural Achievement Award, 
and an American Red Cross Healthcare Heroes Award. He practices dentistry in the 






      俳人協会会員。茨城県俳句作家協会会員。台北俳句会会員。全日本漢詩連
盟会員。句集『蘇州行』。
